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INTERNET TOPOLOGY & POLICY-BASED ROUTING
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ROUTES SELECTION

Select the route with the highest local preference. 
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Destination Source



NETWORK GRAPH

• Model the interdomain topology with routing policies as a network graph.
• An AS as a node
• A network connection as an edge
• Routing policy as edge attachment
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NODE ID ANONYMIZATION
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GRAPH STRUCTURE PERTURBATION

• Edge Editing
• Differential Privacy
• Random Walk
• k-anonymity
• ……
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At the cost of losing the data utility



PRESERVE BEST PATH UTILITY

• Best path utility:
• A best path of the original graph is also a best path of the anonymized 

graph.
• To preserve best path utility:

• Nodes and edges should not be removed.
• Fake edges should not be added between two real nodes.
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UTILITY-PRESERVING PERTURBATION

• Utility-preserving structure perturbation:
• Add fake nodes.
• Add fake edges.

• Between real nodes and fake nodes
• Between fake nodes and fake nodes

• K-degree anonymity:
• For any node in a graph, there are at least k-1 other nodes have the 

same degree. 
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• What are the target degree of nodes 
in the anonymized graph?

• How many fake nodes are necessary 
to reach k-degree anonymity?

• How to generate a k-anonymity graph 
through adding fake edges?

Fig. 1: Target degree after anonymization.

not be identified through node degrees. Figure 1 illustrates the
target degrees after the deterministic anonymization.

We denote dimax and dimin as the maximal degree and
minimal degree in the group i. We denote ditarget as the target
degree of the group i. When we select the target degree of
group x as the target degree of fake nodes, the target degree
of fake nodes is dxtarget. In this case, we denote the number
of fake nodes added into the graph as mx.

We define degree gap of a node as the target degree of
this node minus its degree in the original graph. The degree of
fake nodes in the original graph are zero. We use gi to denote
the degree gap of node i. Then, the total degree gap of real
nodes is Gr =

P
i2{RealNodes} gi while the total degree gap

of fake nodes is Gf =
P

i2{FakeNodes} gi.

Phase 1: Adding Fake Nodes into the Graph.

To anonymize the graph, we first add m fake nodes into
the graph. On one hand, m should be large enough, so that
it is possible to generate a k-anonymity graph. On the other
hand, m should be small, so that the size of the anonymized
graph will not significantly increase. We will determine the
exact number for m in the following construction phases.

Phase 2: Connecting Real Nodes with Fake Nodes.

Our aim is to make every real node reach their target
degree. We first separate real nodes and fake nodes into two
sets. Then, we sort real nodes and fake nodes in the descending
order of their degree gaps respectively. When two nodes have
the same degree gap, any order works. We select the real node,
saying node i, that has the largest degree gap and select gi
fake nodes that have the largest degree gap. Then, node i is
connected to all those gi fake nodes. As a result, node i will
reach its target degree. We repeat the process and make all
real nodes reach their target degrees.

To guarantee that all real nodes can reach their target
degrees, the number of fake nodes should be large enough.
Since we only consider simple graphs, the number of fake
nodes should be larger than the maximal degree gap of real

nodes. Namely,

mx � max{gi|i 2 V } (2)

Initially, all fake nodes have no neighbors. During the
above procedure, we always select the fake nodes with the
largest degree gap. As a result, the difference between degree
gaps of any two fake nodes is at most one. After the procedure,
the degree of fake nodes is either bGr

mx
c or dGr

mx
e.

Phase 3: Making Fake Nodes Close to the Target Degrees.

The goal of phase 3 is that all fake nodes reach their target
degrees or their degrees are just one less than their target
degrees. After phase 2, if

dxtarget � dGr

mx
e, (3)

then we can start phase 3. Otherwise, some fake nodes already
exceed their target degree and the deterministic scheme can not
generate k-anonymity graph given the graph and dxtarget.

If the goal of phase 3 is reached after phase 2, phase 3 is
skipped. Otherwise, fake edges are added between fake nodes
to reach the goal.

In this phase, we process one fake node at a time and
increases its degree to its target degree, dxtarget. We sort fake
nodes in the descending order of their new degree gaps. We
select the node, saying node i, that has the largest degree gap
and gi other fake nodes that have the largest degree gap. Then,
node i is connected to those fake nodes. As a result, node i
will reach its target degree. The process ends when every fake
node is dxtarget or dxtarget � 1.

In the first step of phase 3, the fake node with the largest
degree gap can reach its target degree when there are enough
other fake nodes that do not reach their target degrees yet.
Formally,

mx � 1 � dxtarget �
Gr

mx
(4)

We show that, in every following step of phase 3, there are
always enough fake nodes to increase the degree of the node
with the largest degree gap to its target degree. In that case,
phase 3 can finish properly.

We refer to ml as the number of fake nodes that do not
reach their target degrees. At the beginning of this phase, ml =
mx and gmax = dxtarget � bGr

mx
c. According to Equation 4,

ml� 1 � gmax. In the following, we will show that ml� 1 �
gmax is always satisfied after each step.

In this phase, when a fake node reaches its target degree
through connecting with other fake nodes, ml might decrease
by one.

• If ml�1 > gmax, then ml�2 � gmax. Namely, even
if ml decreases by one in the next step, ml�1 � gmax

will be satisfied after one fake node reaches its target
degree.

• If ml � 1 = gmax, then this fake node connects to all
the other fake nodes. In that case, gmax decreases by
one at least, since the degrees of all fake nodes that
do not reach their target degrees increase by one. As a
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DETERMINISTIC ANONYMIZATION SCHEME



PROBABILISTIC ANONYMIZATION SCHEME

• Increase the uncertainty of the anonymized graph:
• Randomly add fake edges.
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Adding Fake Nodes We add m = max(�2(max,k) lnn, n) fake nodes into the graph, where �(max,k) is the maximal �(i,k)
for 8i 2 [1, n], n is the number of nodes in G and dmax is the maximal degree in the graph G. We will show that m is
su�cient in Theorem 2.

Connecting Real Nodes with Fake Nodes For each real node, we add a fake edge between this real node and each fake
node with a probability p, where 0 < p < 1. On average, each real node will connect to m ⇤ p fake nodes.

Connecting Fake Nodes with Fake Nodes Then, we connect fake nodes with fake nodes. The goal is to make the expected
degree of fake nodes be the expected degree of the real node with the highest degree in the original graph. To do that,
each fake node connects to another fake node with the probability q = (m�n)p+dmax

m�1 .

4.2.2 Probabilistic Privacy Guarantee

Theorem 2. The probabilistic scheme generates a k-anonymity graph.

We provide the proof of this Theorem in Appendix A.2. In the following, we just illustrate the intuitive idea that the
anonymization method can generate a k-anonymity graph. In the anonymization procedure, a number of fake edges are
added to each real and fake node. With a higher probability (the probability goes to one when the graph size goes to
infinity), the k nodes in the minimal k-node group of each node will have very similar degrees in the anonymized graph.
Because, the minimal k-node degree delta will be asymptotically smaller than the variance for the number of the fake
edges connected to each real node. Apparently, it is more likely that the node with higher degree in original graph has the
higher degree in the anonymized graph. However, when the degree of a node in the anonymized graph is dominated by
the fake edges added in the anonymization procedure, the degree delta of the nodes in the original graph are insignificant.
Then, the k nodes in each group have similar degrees. The probability of successfully identifying nodes by their degrees
is 1/k.

4.3 Hybrid Anonymization Scheme

In the probabilistic anonymization scheme, the number of fake nodes needed to perturb the graph rises rapidly with the
increasing of the degree di↵erence. Since the degree of networks in AS-level topology follow the power-law distribution, the
degree di↵erence between Tier-1 networks is large. Then, the number of fake nodes for anonymization is asymptotically
larger than the number of real nodes.

In order to reduce the number of added faked nodes, we propose the hybrid anonymization scheme. We will first use
the deterministic anonymization scheme to reduce the degree di↵erence in the graph. After that we derive probabilistic
k-anonymity graph by using the probabilistic anonymization scheme.

4.3.1 Graph Construction Hybrid anonymization scheme guarantees to generate a k-anonymity graph. The key
idea is to reduce the degree di↵erence through the technique of the deterministic anonymization scheme and then apply
the probabilistic anonymization scheme. We describe the two phases as follows.

Reducing Degree Delta through Deterministic Anonymization Scheme Given a graph with n nodes, to reduce the degree
delta, we first partition the nodes into bn

k
c groups, where each group at least has k nodes. In this phase, our aim is to

make sure that the degree delta of each group is less than a target degree delta, �target. We select �target = b
p

n/ lnnc.
When �max,k is less than �target, in a graph with n nodes, according to Theorem 2, n fake nodes are enough to generate
a k-anonymity graph in the next phase. The detailed steps of this phase is similar to the deterministic anonymization
scheme. We provide the detailed steps of this phase in Appendix A.3 of the technical report 1.

Perturbing Node Degrees through Probabilistic Anonymization Scheme In this phase, we randomly increase the node
degrees by using the same technique of the probabilistic anonymization method. We treat both the real nodes and the
fake nodes added by the last phase as the real nodes. Then, we can use the probabilistic anonymization scheme to
anonymize the graph.

1 Please access the technical report through the following anonymous link which does not expose the author identities.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TwYZO8Y2kCJ3y6G2-k0D35XF PiJed7X/view?usp=sharing. (The underscore, “ ”, between
F and P in the URL might disappear when it is copy-pasted into the web browser’s address bar.)
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PROBABILISTIC K-DEGREE ANONYMITY

• Probabilistic k-degree anonymity:
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identified [28], [35]. In order to anonymize the network graph,
the anonymization schemes need to perturb the node degrees.

The routing verification derives the best paths of the
Internet and verifies the properties of those paths. In order
to preserve the graph utility, a best path in the original graph
should be a best path in the anonymized graph. We refer to it
as the best path utility. We say that the graph anonymization
scheme preserves the best path utility, if, for a graph G = V,E,
8, i, j 2 G.V , ⇡(SPbest(i, j)) = SPbest(⇡(i),⇡(j)).

To preserve the best path utility, all nodes and edges in the
original graph should be maintained in the anonymized graph.
Therefore, the anonymization schemes should not remove
nodes or edges.

Simply adding fake edges between nodes is not sufficient
to maintain the best path utility. The reason is that the local
preferences on the fake edge between two nodes can not
be properly assigned. When node u is connected to node v
through a fake edge, to avoid the fake edge being preferred
over other real edges, R[u, v] should be larger than R[u, x],
where node x is any other neighbor of node u. If node u is not
a tier-1 network, according to the associated local preference,
node v should be a provider of node u. Then, node u is
a customer of node v and is preferred by node v over the
peers or providers of node v. It turns out that the best paths
starting from node v might be changed in the anonymized
graph. Instead, if node u is a tier-1 network, according to the
associated local preference, node v and node u are peer-peer
relationship. Then, node u is preferred by node v over the
providers of node v. It will also lead to that the best paths
starting from node v might be changed in the anonymized
graph.

In this paper, we propose to add fake nodes into the graph.
Then, fake nodes and real nodes are connected by a set of fake
edges to perturb the graph structure.

The time complexity of routing verification increases with
the graph growth [1], [6]. As a result, adding fake nodes
increases the cost of routing verification. Therefore, we define
the anonymization cost as the number of fake nodes added in
the anonymization scheme.

2) Routing Policy Perturbation: The local preference is a
part of the anonymized graph. When the original graph is
expanded by adding fake edges, the local preferences should
be properly assigned to the fake edges. We propose a routing
policy perturbation scheme to assign local preferences. The
goal of the scheme is two folded as follows.

First of all, the local preferences should preserve the best
path utility. To do that, all local preferences of real edges
should be maintained without change. Therefore, the ranking
of real routes are not changed in the anonymized graph.
In addition, real nodes assign lower-ranking to their fake
neighbors than that to their real neighbors. Therefore, the
ranking of fake routes will not be higher than that of real
routes.

Moreover, real nodes should not be identified through the
routing policy in the anonymized graph. Since local prefer-
ences are not publicly available, we aim to guarantee that the
real nodes and fake nodes have the similar local preferences.

We define outgoing preference of a node as the average of local
preferences that are assigned to its neighbors by this node. We
define incoming preference of a node as the average of local
preferences that are assigned to this node by its neighbors.
The routing policy perturbation scheme should generate local
preferences so that the distribution of the outgoing preference
and the incoming preference for real nodes are same with that
for fake nodes. Otherwise, the real nodes and the fake nodes
can be easily separated through the local preferences.

D. Privacy Guarantee

To provide privacy guarantee, we consider to generate k-
anonymity graphs. A k-anonymity graph is a graph that, for
any node, there are at least k�1 other nodes sharing the same
degree with the node. If only the degree information is used by
the adversary, the probability that the adversary can correctly
identify a real node from the k-anonymity graph is at most 1

k .

An anonymized graph that is not k-anonymity can also
guarantee that the adversary can not correctly identify a real
node with the probability higher than 1

k . Following this idea,
we define a probabilistic k-anonymity graph as follows. Given
an anonymized graph derived from the original graph, the
anonymized graph is a probabilistic k-anonymity graph, if the
probability that the adversary can correctly identify a real node
is no more than 1

k when the original graph size goes to infinity.

Formally, 8u 2 V and 8v 2 V 0,

lim
|V |!1

P
�
P (⇡(u) = v|Y = y)  1

k

�
= 1, (1)

where y is the degree sequence of nodes in the anonymized
graph.

III. DETERMINISTIC ANONYMIZATION SCHEME

In this section, we describe a deterministic anonymization
method to generate k-anonymity graph. The deterministic
method will first select target degrees for each real node so
that when all nodes have the target degree, the graph is k-
anonymity. Based on those target degrees, a specific number
of fake nodes are added into the anonymized graph. After that,
fake edges are added to make every node reach its target degree
so that the anonymized graph is a k-anonymity graph.

A. Graph Construction

Given a graph with n nodes, to determine target degrees,
we first partition all real nodes into bn

k c groups. We sort the
nodes of the original graph in the descending order of their
degrees. Then, the first k nodes are in group 1, the following k
nodes are in group 2 and so on. For the first bn

k c�1 group, the
group i is composed of the (i⇤k�k+1)-th node to the (i⇤k)-
th node. The last group is composed of the (bn

k c⇤k�k+1)-th
node to the n-th node.

To achieve k�anonymity, nodes in the same group should
have the same target degree. We set the target degree of a real
node as the maximal degree of its group. We set the target
degree of the fake nodes as the target degree of one of the
real node groups. When fake nodes and real nodes have the
same target degrees, in the anonymized graph, fake nodes can
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ROUTING POLICY PERTURBATION

• Preserving best path utility
• Maintain local preference of real nodes.
• Real nodes always prefer real nodes over fake nodes.

• Real nodes and fake nodes have the same distribution of local 
preferences.

• Outgoing preference: determining the size of ranking sets.
• Incoming preference: filling up ranking sets.
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EXPERIMENTAL SETTING

• A series of topologies with different sizes.
• Power-law graphs.
• 100 nodes to 1000 nodes.

• Robustness of anonymized graph
• Potential policy-based attack

• Local preference after anonymization
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ROBUSTNESS OF ANONYMIZED GRAPH

• Average node connectivity after anonymization.
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Deterministic Anonymization Hybrid Anonymization



POTENTIAL POLICY-BASED ATTACK

• The distribution of local preferences is preserved.
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(a) Determinisitic n-anonymity. (b) Probabilistic n-anonymity. (c) Hybrid n-anonymity.

Fig. 2: Distribution of Real Node Closeness Centrality.

(a) Outgoing Preference. (b) Incoming Preference.

Fig. 3: Distribution of local preferences with Deterministic
Anonymization Scheme.

(a) Outgoing Preference. (b) Incoming Preference.

Fig. 4: Distribution of local preferences with Hybrid
Anonymization Scheme.

exploits k-anonymity, where k nodes in the anonymized graph
can not be separated from each other. The first approach in this
direction is proposed in [22], where each node shares the same
degrees with at least k�1 other nodes. At the same time, Zhou
and Pei [36] propose the concept of k-neighborhood anonymity
to defend against neighborhood attacks. To defend against
more sophisticated structural attacks, k-automorphism [37]
and k-isomorphism [9] are proposed. Our schemes follow k-
anonymity as well as preserve the best path utility for routing
verification.

Another class of anonymization mechanisms use the Dif-
ferential Privacy technique to provide strong privacy guaran-
tee [30], [29], [11], [33], [34]. Those mechanisms generate
a synthetic graph which maintains structural similarity to the

(a) Outgoing Preference. (b) Incoming Preference.

Fig. 5: Distribution of local preferences with Hybrid
Anonymization Scheme after fake node removal.

original graph. However, the result of routing verification on
the synthetic graph will be different from that on the original
graph, since there is not an injective function mapping from
nodes of the original graph to nodes of the synthetic graph.

To preserve edge privacy, Mittal et al. proposed a Ran-
dom Walk based anonymization technique [23]. Although the
preserving edge privacy can avoid local preferences from
being revealed, the best paths in the anonymized graph are
changed and the graph utility for routing verification can be
not preserved.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we anonymize the Internet topology with the
routing policies of networks for Internet-wide routing verifica-
tion. We design the anonymization schemes to guarantee the
policy privacy of networks without jeopardizing graph utility
for routing verification. To perturb the Internet topology, we
propose deterministic, probabilistic and hybrid anonymization
schemes. These three schemes guarantee that degree-based
de-anonymization can not be identified network from the
anonymized graph with a probability higher than 1

k . Even
if the de-anonymization attack using structural information
can not identify more than 1% networks. To perturb the
routing policies, we propose a local preference assignment
scheme. The resulting local preferences in the anonymized
graph preserve the graph utility and can not be used to identify
networks.
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CONCLUSION

• Utility-preserving anonymization for routing verification
• K-degree anonymization
• Defend networks from potential policy-based attack
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Questions?


